
TCM IN PRACTICE

TCM for Lyme Disease and Co-Infections

The Lyme disease spirochete, Borrelia burgdorferi (Bb), is one of the most sophisticated bacterium
with 853 genes that encode a variety of bacterial proteins for their complexed cellular structure.
These proteins can trigger a broad-spectrum immune response which damages multiple organs.

If the infected patient does not get treated promptly and the infection becomes chronic, they can
develop symptoms systemically with more severe neurological symptoms. These symptoms include
brain fog, feelings of detachment, memory loss, anxiety, panic attacks, agitation, fever, fatigue,
insomnia, constipation or diarrhea, burning sensations throughout the body, joint pain, and body
pain.

Lyme Neuroborreliosis

According to the International Lyme and Associated Disease Society, up to 40 percent of late-stage
Lyme patients develop neurological disorders. Bb can spread from the skin to various secondary
organs throughout the body including the heart, joints, and peripheral and central nervous system.



Bb possesses many mechanisms to "hide" from the immune system, which allows it to enter the
bloodstream. The exact mechanisms by which the spirochetes travel through and along with the
blood and bypass the blood-brain barrier are not known. Some argue for a penetration of the
spirochetes between the endothelial cells, whereas others favor a transcellular passage. Once in
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), the spirochetes elicit an inflammatory response and the

aforementioned symptoms occur.1

Co-Infections

Co-infection with other types of microbes is extremely common among late-stage Lyme disease
patients. Research of more than 3,000 patients with chronic Lyme disease found that more than 50

percent had co-infections, with 30 percent reporting two or more co-infections.2

The most common co-infectors include nematodes and mycobacteria. This is because instead of
being opportunistic pathogens, these microbes may have a symbiotic relationship with spirochetes
such as Bb. Co-infection prevents eradication of spirochetes and makes clearing Lyme disease
much more challenging, which is why traditional antibiotic treatment fails for so many patients. In
order to completely clear the Lyme spirochete infection, treatment that eliminates the symbiotic
species is also necessary.

TCM Recommendation

TCM formulas that clear damp heat and cold damp are recommended and have been shown to be
effective in clearing not only the Lyme spirochete, but also the co-infections. Tufuling (Rhizoma
Smilacis Glabrae) is commonly used in Lyme disease protocols and also treats STDs caused by

syphilis (another spirochete, like Bb).3



Jin Yin Hua (Flos Lonicerae) has very strong antibacterial and microbial effects, and is an anti-

inflammatory.3 Compared with other commonly seen antibacterial drugs, it exhibits a broader
antimicrobial spectrum, more powerful antibacterial activity, and inhibition of drug-resistant

bacteria.4

Fang Feng (Radix Saposhnikoviae) is used as a Chinese herbal medicine for the treatment of

immune system and nervous system diseases.5 It exhibits significant anti-inflammatory, analgesic,

antioxidant, antiproliferative, antitumor, and immunoregulatory activities.5 This is an important
factor since Bb disrupts the immune system.

He Shi (Fructus Cnidii) and She Chuang (Fructus Carpesii) are utilized in TCM to warm the
kidneys as a way of invigorating yang, expelling cold and wind, eliminating dampness and

destroying parasites.6

She Chuang has been used for centuries to kill roundworm parasites such as nematodes.6

Zhe Bei Mu (Bulbus Fritillariae Thunbergii) has beneficial effects for inhibiting mycobacterium,

strengthening the immune system and reducing drug resistance.7

Rou Gui (Cortex Cinnamomi) has been shown clinically to have antimicrobial and anti-parasitic

activity.8 It also protects susceptible hosts against opportunistic parasites like those in Lyme

disease.8

These herbs, in combination other herbal formulas, have been shown to be effective in addressing
the Lyme disease spirochete; as well as the co-infected nematodes and mycobacteria. Patients can
experience symptom improvement in 2-4 weeks and can achieve significant improvement in three
months, based on clinical experience.

During the process of eliminating the Lyme spirochete and other co-infections, die-off effects can
occur and make patients' symptoms worse. In order to combat this effect, herbal formulas that
clear heat from the kidneys and liver are needed. Ze Xie (Rhizoma Alismatis), for example, helps
control inflammatory markers and reduces oxidative stress levels that may be aggravated by the

dead parasites.9

Clinical Case: Lyme Disease Solution
— Chrisenia White, ND

A 22-year-old female presented with Lyme disease. Her symptoms were severe joint pain and
fatigue, and she was breaking out all over. She had tried multiple treatments up until this point,
but never experienced sustained relief. In August, the patient started on seven herbal formulas (Jin
Yin Hua, Fang Feng, He Shi, She Chuang, Zhe Bei Mu, Rou Gui, and Tufuling) to help clear the
damp heat.

Two weeks into the treatment, her symptoms flared, but then calmed down. She noticed an
improvement in her brain fog and fatigue. Her appetite was still low and she was forcing herself to
eat.

By the end of December, the patient had finished the low-dose, parasite-killing formulas and she
was feeling much better in regards to her brain fog, fatigue and appetite. The patient continued
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with a kidney yin formula to help clear any residual toxins.
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